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Multimessenger-Astronomy

The Milky Way in Neutrinos
à See Talk by M. Hünnefeld

(tomorrow at 9.50)
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The IceCube Neutrino Observatory (at the South Pole)

D. Elsässer, T. Ruhe, Interdisciplinary Challenges in Astroparticle Physics
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IceCube Event Signatures

Track like events:

§ !" - CC interactions
§ Interaction may happen outside 

instrumented volume
§ Good angular resolution≈ 1°
§ Poor energy resolution

Cascade like events:

§ !& - CC and all flavour NC interactions
§ Interaction inside instrumented volume
§ Poor angular resolution≈ 15°
§ Good energy resolution 5°(!!!)

D. Elsässer, T. Ruhe, Interdisciplinary Challenges in Astroparticle Physics
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IceCube Data Analysis

Image Source: By Jordan Ray - https://thenounproject.com/term/list/119366/, CC 
BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=67857097

Image Source: By Maxim Kulikov - https://thenounproject.com/term/tools/943586/, CC 
BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=64806239

S N
Image Source: By SimpleIcon http://www.simpleicon.com/ -
http://www.flaticon.com/packs/simpleicon-places, CC BY 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=47381827
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Diffrerent Components

Measurable Spectrum is a sum of the
differennt components.

D. Elsässer, T. Ruhe, Interdisciplinary Challenges in Astroparticle Physics
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Dominant Background of Atmospheric Muons

K

µ

!

Atmospheric muons and
atmospheric neutrinos originate

from the same processes.

Purity well above
99.5%.

D. Elsässer, T. Ruhe, Interdisciplinary Challenges in Astroparticle Physics
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Reconstructing Neutrino Energy Spectra

!"

#
§ indirect detection of

neutrinos

§ spectral reconstruction is
based on energy estimators

§ Additional smearing, due to
several detector effects
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Four Challenges in Neutrino Astronomy

Image Source: Von Google - https://github.com/googlei18n/noto-emoji/tree/v2018-08-
10-unicode11/svg/emoji_u1f974.svg, Apache License 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=76923393

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Variable Reconstruction

Simulation and
Simulation Dependence

Ill-Posed Problems

D. Elsässer, T. Ruhe, Interdisciplinary Challenges in Astroparticle Physics

Image Source: By Steaphan Greene - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5535164
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GRB 190114C: fast 
VHE follow-up

§ „Long“ GRB, z = 0.4245
§ MAGIC TeV follow-up

after one minute
§ Study of the temporal 

evolution of the
afterglow emission

§ High-energy peak can
be modelled as inverse 
Compton emission

From: Nature 575, 455–458 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-019-1750-x
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CTAO-NORTH Alpha Configuration at Roque de los
Muchachos, La Palma
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Projected CTAO sensitivity

LST MST SSTDominant Instrument:
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CTA-LST Project

CTA-LST Project:
About 380 members 
(scientists/engineers/technicians) from 11 countries
1 Telescope (soon to get siblings)
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LST-1 and LST-1+MAGICs –> impressive science 
enabler

Development of analysis framework 
based on CTA tools to analyze MAGIC 
& LST-1 data: 

• Dedicated MC simulations
• Validation of combined analysis 

using Crab Nebula data
• 3-telescope system sensitivity 

about 1.5 times better compared to 
MAGIC 2-tel

• Angular resolution improved by 
almost 20% (especially at low 
energies)

• Better reconstruction of events à
energy resolution+
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• First VHE –
detected nova

• Symbiotic binary
system à
recurrent nova

• LST – 1 measured
SED well
compatible with
those from
H.E.S.S. and 
MAGIC

• Directly makes
contact with Fermi 
– LAT data

Nova RS Ophiuchi 2021
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BL Lac in the Summer 
of 2021

• Energy Threshold: ~25GeV
• Intranight – variability may allow us to pinpoint acceleration

mechanism

Credit: CTA-LST Project Credit: CTA-LST Project
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Conclusions

àThe era of CTA physics has begun

àLST performance follows CTAO requirements

à Science program already up and running

àAnalysis chain development staying important

àLow energy sensitivity and initial physics results of LST-1 
highlight the discovers potential of CTA
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Backup slides
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Civil works has begun in Q4/2022!
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CTAO-SOUTH Alpha Configuration at Atacama Desert, Chile
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IceCube Detection Principle

Tim Ruhe, Interdisciplinary Challenges in Astroparticle Physics
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The Fundamental Unit of IceCube: The DOM

Tim Ruhe, Atmospheric Neutrinos: From MeV to PeV

§ Downward facing 10“ PMT 
(Hammamatsu R7081-02), 25% Peak 
QE

§ High Voltage Supply
§ Electronics
§ Flasher LEDs
§ Higher QE (34%) for DeepCore DOMs 

(Hammamatsu R7081MOD)
§ Very few DOM failures (mostly during

deployment)
§ Slightly larger fraction of DOMs with

issues (mostly non-standard Local
Coincidence)
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Background Rejection via Machine Learning

Tim Ruhe, Atmospheric Neutrinos: From MeV to PeV

Event Selection – Feature Selection
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classification task without losing information

Data/MC Classification
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M. Börner, PhD thesis (2018)
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(redundancy). The variable with the largest di↵erence
D = K � L is added to the set. The relevance of a
variable with respect to the class variable is determined
by an F-test, whereas the redundancy between two vari-
ables is computed as the absolute value of the Pearson
correlation coe�cient [28]. This way a set of m variables
is built up. A more detailed description of the approach
can be found in [3] and [27].

In this analysis, m = 25 showed a reasonable trade-
o↵ between computational feasibility and retaining in-
formation in the dataset. The selected variables can
be ordered into three di↵erent groups: variables to ap-
proximate the energy, variables containing geometric
properties of the event and variables indicating the
reconstruction quality. Since the performance of the
Random Forest depends on the agreement between data
and simulation, the 25 variables selected by MRMR
were manually inspected for disagreement between data
and Monte Carlo. No such disagreement was found and
the 25 variables were used to train the Random Forest
accordingly.

A Random Forest is an ensemble of decision trees. It
is trained with simulated events to build a model that
can be applied to unclassified events. In the application
the j-th tree assigns a label xi,j = {0, 1} to to the i-
th event. Thus, the final classification is achieved by
averaging the output of all decision trees in the forest:

cSignal,i =
1

Ntrees

NtreesX

j

xi,j . (2)

In machine learning, cSignal,i is generally referred to as
confidence. To achieve unique trees in the RF, each
decision tree is trained on a subset of simulated events.
At each node only k randomly chosen variables are
used to find the best cut. Before applying the RF to
experimental data, the RF is applied to simulated events
to evaluate the performance of the classification.

After the application of the forest, the vast majority
of the simulated background muons (more than 99.9%)
is found to be scored with a confidence cSignal,i < 0.8.
Only 26 simulated atmospheric muons were found to
populate the high confidence region (cSignal > 0.8). Since
the analysis relies on a high purity sample of neutrino
candidates, the number of remaining background events
needs to be estimated as accurately as possible. The
confidence distribution is the basis for this estimation
and thus has to be obtained as accurately as possible,
as well. Due to the few background events found for
cSignal,i � 0.8 the accuracy of the confidence distribu-
tion is statistically limited for this very region. This
limitation can be overcome by utilizing a bootstrapping
technique [29].

Fig. 2: Confidence distribution for data and simulation.
Low confidence values indicate background-like events
and high confidence values indicate signal-like events.
A cut in the confidence � 0.92 yields a sample with a
purity of (99.5 ± 0.3)%.

In the bootstrapping, a total of 200 Random Forest
models were trained, each built on a randomly chosen
sample with 50% of the size of the full sample. Using
this technique, each event is scored on average 100 times.
By normalizing the resulting confidence distribution for
each event, the approximation of the confidence distri-
bution is improved by taking the variance of cSignal,i into
account. Furthermore, it provides statistical uncertain-
ties for the classification. Using this way to control sta-
bility and performance, the parameters of the Random
Forest were set to k = 5 and 200 trees. The forest was
trained using 120,000 simulated signal events and 30,000
simulated background events. The resulting confidence
distributions for simulated events and experimental data
show good compatibility and confirm a stable separation
(see Fig. 2). No signs of overtraining were observed in
the cross validation.

The cut on cSignal is a trade-o↵ between background
rejection and signal e�ciency. Due to the steeply falling
spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos and the expected
contribution of astrophysical neutrinos, the cut was
selected to yield a su�cient number of events in the
highest energy bins. For this analysis, a cut at cSignal �
0.92 was chosen (see Fig. 2).

This cut yields a total of 66,885 neutrino candidates
in 319.6 days of detector livetime (2.26 · 10�3 neutrino
candidates per second). The number of background
events surviving to the final level of the analysis was
estimated to 330± 200 ((1.10± 0.73) · 10�5 background
events per second), which corresponds to an estimated
purity of (99.5 ± 0.3)%. In total, 21 neutrino candidates

= Purity well above 99.5%.

+ +
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Event Selection via ML I: Feature Selection

Tim Ruhe, Atmospheric Neutrinos: From MeV to PeV

Event Selection – Feature Selection
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Feature/Observable selection to find a low dimensional representation for the 
classification task without losing information

Data/MC Classification

7

M. Börner, PhD thesis (2018)

§ Select features according to relevance and
redundancy

§ Feature set is built by iteratively adding
features that fulfill the following criterion

max
$% & '()*+,

- ./, 1 − 1
4 − 1 5

$6 & )*+,

-(.8, ./)

Ding, C., & Peng, H., Journal of bioinformatics and computational biology, 3(02), 185-205. (2005)

Peng, H.C., Long, F., and Ding, C., IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, 
Vol. 27, No. 8, pp. 1226–1238, 2005.
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Classifier Output

Tim Ruhe, Atmospheric Neutrinos: From MeV to PeV
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Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 2, zoom into the region where the final selection
cut is considered.

The systematic uncertainty of the event selection was es-
timated by applying the forest to simulated events produced
with different DOM efficiencies and a different modeling of
the ice. For this purpose the efficiencies of all DOMs were
either increased or decreased by 10% from their nominal
values. The modeling of the ice was taken into account by
using the SPICE Mie ice model [21] instead of its predeces-
sor SPICE-1. It was found that the uncertainty of the event
selection due to the ice model is on the order of 5%, whereas
the uncertainty due to the DOM efficiency was estimated to
be 18%. Combining both values one finds that the total sys-
tematic uncertainty of the event selection is 19%.

After verifying the performance of the Random Forest
the final model was trained using 27,000 simulated neutrino
events and 27,000 simulated background events. The events
for each class were drawn at random from the total sample
of available simulated events.

The application of the entire event selection chain on the
full set of IceCube-59 data yielded 27,771 neutrino candi-
dates in 346 days of detector live-time (≈ 80 neutrino candi-
dates per day). The number of remaining atmosphericmuons
was estimated to be 114± 103. The purity of the final neu-
trino event sample was estimated to be (99.59+0.36−0.37)%. No
events with a zenith angle θ < 90◦ were observed in the
sample after the application of the Random Forest.

The number of events surviving the two preselection cuts
on the zenith angle and the LineFit velocity is 15.3× 106.
This corresponds to an estimated background rejection of
91.4% at a signal efficiency of 57.1%.

Comparing the total number of neutrino candidates at fi-
nal level an increase of 62% is observed with respect to [2],
which used IceCube in the 40-string configuration. Taking
into account the larger volume of the detector (59 compared
to 40 strings) and the increased trigger rate, the event selec-
tion method presented in this paper succeeds in an increase
of 8% in the number of neutrino candidates compared to the
event selection presented in [2]. The relative contamination
of the sample with atmospheric muons was found to be of
the same size as in [2].

In the event selection, which is the basis for the subse-
quent unfolding of the νµ energy spectrum, a signal effi-
ciency of 18.2% was achieved at a background rejection of
99.9999%, which corresponds to a reduction of the contam-
ination of the event sample with atmospheric muons by six
orders of magnitude. Both signal efficiency and background
rejection were computed for events with θZenith ≥ 88◦, with
respect to the starting level of the analysis and for neutrino
energies between Eν = 100 GeV and Eν = 1 PeV.

All event selection steps regardingmachine learning, pre-
processing, and validationwere carried out using the RAPID-
MINER [22] machine learning environment.

5 Spectrum Unfolding

As the neutrino energy spectrum cannot be accessed directly,
it needs to be inferred from the reconstructed energy of the
muons. This task is generally referred to as an inverse, or
ill-posed, problem and described by the Fredholm integral
equation of first kind [3]:

g(y) =
∫ a

b
A(y,E) f (E)dE. (7)

For the discrete case this transforms to:

g(y) = A(y,E)f(E), (8)

where f(E) is the sought energy distribution and the mea-
sured energy dependent distribution is given as g(y). The
matrix A(y,E) represents the response matrix of the detec-
tor, which accounts for the physics of neutrino interactions
in or near the detector as well as for the propagation of the
muon.

Several approaches to the solution of inverse problems
exist. The unfolding program TRUEE [3], which is an exten-
sion of the RU N [23] algorithm, was used for unfolding
in this analysis. The stability of the unfolding as well as the
results obtained on experimental data are addressed in the
following.

Aartsen et al., EPJC 75, 116 (2015)

~ 200 neutrino candidates per day ~ 80 neutrino candidates per day

7

(redundancy). The variable with the largest di↵erence
D = K � L is added to the set. The relevance of a
variable with respect to the class variable is determined
by an F-test, whereas the redundancy between two vari-
ables is computed as the absolute value of the Pearson
correlation coe�cient [28]. This way a set of m variables
is built up. A more detailed description of the approach
can be found in [3] and [27].

In this analysis, m = 25 showed a reasonable trade-
o↵ between computational feasibility and retaining in-
formation in the dataset. The selected variables can
be ordered into three di↵erent groups: variables to ap-
proximate the energy, variables containing geometric
properties of the event and variables indicating the
reconstruction quality. Since the performance of the
Random Forest depends on the agreement between data
and simulation, the 25 variables selected by MRMR
were manually inspected for disagreement between data
and Monte Carlo. No such disagreement was found and
the 25 variables were used to train the Random Forest
accordingly.

A Random Forest is an ensemble of decision trees. It
is trained with simulated events to build a model that
can be applied to unclassified events. In the application
the j-th tree assigns a label xi,j = {0, 1} to to the i-
th event. Thus, the final classification is achieved by
averaging the output of all decision trees in the forest:

cSignal,i =
1

Ntrees

NtreesX

j

xi,j . (2)

In machine learning, cSignal,i is generally referred to as
confidence. To achieve unique trees in the RF, each
decision tree is trained on a subset of simulated events.
At each node only k randomly chosen variables are
used to find the best cut. Before applying the RF to
experimental data, the RF is applied to simulated events
to evaluate the performance of the classification.

After the application of the forest, the vast majority
of the simulated background muons (more than 99.9%)
is found to be scored with a confidence cSignal,i < 0.8.
Only 26 simulated atmospheric muons were found to
populate the high confidence region (cSignal > 0.8). Since
the analysis relies on a high purity sample of neutrino
candidates, the number of remaining background events
needs to be estimated as accurately as possible. The
confidence distribution is the basis for this estimation
and thus has to be obtained as accurately as possible,
as well. Due to the few background events found for
cSignal,i � 0.8 the accuracy of the confidence distribu-
tion is statistically limited for this very region. This
limitation can be overcome by utilizing a bootstrapping
technique [29].

Fig. 2: Confidence distribution for data and simulation.
Low confidence values indicate background-like events
and high confidence values indicate signal-like events.
A cut in the confidence � 0.92 yields a sample with a
purity of (99.5 ± 0.3)%.

In the bootstrapping, a total of 200 Random Forest
models were trained, each built on a randomly chosen
sample with 50% of the size of the full sample. Using
this technique, each event is scored on average 100 times.
By normalizing the resulting confidence distribution for
each event, the approximation of the confidence distri-
bution is improved by taking the variance of cSignal,i into
account. Furthermore, it provides statistical uncertain-
ties for the classification. Using this way to control sta-
bility and performance, the parameters of the Random
Forest were set to k = 5 and 200 trees. The forest was
trained using 120,000 simulated signal events and 30,000
simulated background events. The resulting confidence
distributions for simulated events and experimental data
show good compatibility and confirm a stable separation
(see Fig. 2). No signs of overtraining were observed in
the cross validation.

The cut on cSignal is a trade-o↵ between background
rejection and signal e�ciency. Due to the steeply falling
spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos and the expected
contribution of astrophysical neutrinos, the cut was
selected to yield a su�cient number of events in the
highest energy bins. For this analysis, a cut at cSignal �
0.92 was chosen (see Fig. 2).

This cut yields a total of 66,885 neutrino candidates
in 319.6 days of detector livetime (2.26 · 10�3 neutrino
candidates per second). The number of background
events surviving to the final level of the analysis was
estimated to 330± 200 ((1.10± 0.73) · 10�5 background
events per second), which corresponds to an estimated
purity of (99.5 ± 0.3)%. In total, 21 neutrino candidates

59 strings

79 strings

Aartsen et al., EPJC 77,  692 (2017)

Expected Purity well above 99.5% for both analyses.
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South Pole Ice as a Detection Medium

T. Ruhe, TU Dortmund, Colloquium University of Alberta Edmonton

Absoprtion

Scattering

Ackermann et al., Journal of Geophysical Research 111, (2006)

20 Chapter 3. Separation
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Figure 3.5: Data Monte Carlo comparison for various attributes at level 4 of the event
selection.

Natural Medium: Lots of
inhomogenities, smaller and larger 
layers of dust.

Depth in 
Detector
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A Typical Analysis Pipeline

T. Ruhe, TU Dortmund, Colloquium University of Alberta Edmonton

Variable Selection Classifier Training
Cut on Classifier

Output

Picture: CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.p
hp?curid=14260Source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/550354016946043419/
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Fig. 5.10: Two example features from the IceCube dataset for observations and simulations. Top:
Total charge in the DOMs, one of the well simulated features. Bottom: Number of pulses in the
DOMs, one of the not-so-well simulated features.

above. But most of the time, due to the combinatorial nature and complexity of the
detectors, the cause, and effects are much more indirectly linked, making it very hard
to identify the root cause once a mismatch is identified.

5.3.2 Detection of Mismatches

Tim Ruhe
Maximilian Linhoff

For well-simulated data, simulated events should be indistinguishable from observed
events by their properties. Classically, investigations of possible mismatches between
simulated and observed datasets rely on one-dimensional parameter distributions.
However, systematic errors in the simulation will also affect the correlation between
parameters, so looking at single parameter distributions is insufficient. With the high
dimensionality of typical intermediate data representations in particle and astroparticle
physics, it is infeasible to inspect all possible combinations of parameters manually.

A way to quantify the agreement of simulations and observations is thus to try to
classify the datasets with the goal of predicting for each event if it was simulated or
observed and then apply the usual quality metrics for supervised classification tasks

sufficient agreement

insufficient agreement

Challenges when inspecting
distributions by eye:

§ only looking at one-
dimensional distributions

§ Systematic errors in 
simulation will also affect
correlations between
features

§ Which metric ???

§ Which threshold ??? Graphics: M. Linhoff
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Fig. 5.12: ROC curves for the classification into observations or simulations. After removing the
12 most important features for this classification from the dataset, the task is much harder to
solve.

Application to an IceCube high-level dataset In the following, we will apply this
approach to a high-level IceCube dataset, which generally has an excellent agreement
between simulated and observed data. Using the approach, we will identify a few
columns in the dataset that show mismatches and make the classification impossible
by iteratively removing features with high feature importance with respect to the
classification into observed and simulated.

The dataset consists of simulated, neutrino-induced events and observations after
suppressing the atmospheric muon background to very low levels. As the simulations do
not directly follow the expected energy spectra and the observation durations are not
equivalent, sample weights for the simulated dataset are necessary to obtain a realistic
comparison. Due to the low cross-section, neutrino interactions in IceCube are very
rare compared to atmospheric muons. Primary neutrinos are also simulated with an
artificially increased cross-section to force interactions inside the detector to obtain
sufficient statistics for the neutrino events (the searched-for signal in most IceCube
analyses). This artificially increased cross-section must be considered when calculating
the sample weights for these events. While most of the features in the dataset show
very good agreement between simulations and observations, few do not like those shown
at the bottom of Figure 5.10.

As quality metric, area under the ROC curve (AROC) is used, with AROC ⇡
0.5 constituting random guessing, the desired outcome. Both loss-reduction feature

134 5 Monte Carlo Simulations
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Fig. 5.13: Score distributions for the classification into observations or simulations

importance for tree-based models and permutation-based feature importance for all
classification algorithms are implemented in scikit-learn. For this example, we will
use a random forest classifier and rely on the loss-based feature importances, as these
are provided by scikit-learn out-of-the-box after training. We train a random forest
classifier using tenfold cross-validation.

In the first iteration, we train with all available features. The mean feature impor-
tance over the cross-validation iterations is shown in Figure 5.11. It can be seen that
a few features stick out, including the one shown in Figure 5.10. We now remove the
four features with the largest importance and repeat the procedure three more times.
Figure 5.12 shows the resulting ROC curves for each cross-validation iteration along
with the mean area under the curve. As expected, the problem gets progressively harder
to solve for the classifier, after removing 12 features the mean area under the ROC
curve is down to ĀROC = 0.55 from ĀROC = 0.67 on the full dataset.

The same behavior can be seen when looking at the score distributions in Fig-
ure 5.13, while for the entire dataset, there is a considerable number of events that the
model assigned a large likelihood to be simulated, the distributions approach a normal
distribution around a mean of 0.5 for the reduced dataset.

For further investigations, looking at the events that were classified as simulations
with high likelihood might give valuable insights into why those events were clearly
identified, meaning they belong to a class of events that is not or only much more
rarely observed in measured data. The same could be said for the opposite case: events

Prediction score centered
around 0.5 (close to random
guess).

Area under Curve is close to
0.5 (close to random guess).

Graphics: M. Linhoff
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Event Selection - Classification
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Advancements: Energy-Dependent Score Cut

T. Ruhe, TU Dortmund, Colloquium University of Alberta Edmonton

Conclusion & Outlook
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Selection can be easily adjusted 
to provide even higher event 
rate, when a lower purity is 
acceptable

Will be extended as soon as possible to pass2 (IC86%I +) (Corsika simulations 
missing)
! At least 700 000 neutrino events in the new sample (7 years)

Interested? Contact: mathis.boerner@icecube.wisc.edu or tobias.hoinka@icecube.wisc.edu
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~ 300 neutrino candidates per day

Classifier output is energy and
zenith dependent.

Score cut as a function of energy
and zenith. 
M. Börner, PhD thesis (2018)


